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Kyushu and Asia

(IŴXYLD�RI�WKH�)RUHLJQ��2OIDFWRU\�
([SHULHQFHV�LQ�1DJDVDNL�GXULQJ�
WKH�7RNXJDZD�3HULRG
AKIRA SHIMIZU

As I passed a place called Ichinose near Himi Pass, I detected a smell that I had never 
experienced before. Feeling nauseous, I asked a member of my group what it was. I was 
told that it was the smell of Nagasaki.

—Nagasaki miyage (A Souvenir from Nagasaki)1

,QWURGXFWLRQ

IN 1679, a physician from Kyoto made his "rst jour-
ney to the port city of Nagasaki. He recorded his 
miscellaneous "rsthand accounts of the city, its peo-

ple, and its events, and in 1681 o#ered the collection of 
travel stories under the title Nagasaki miyage.2 During 
the Tokugawa period (1603–1867), Nagasaki was the 
only city where foreign traders such as the Dutch and 
Chinese were permitted to reside. Japanese visitors to 
the archipelago’s only international city could “sense” 
foreign manners and customs that its denizens had ap-
propriated into their everyday lives. $e above epigraph 
is striking in that the author’s olfactory sense obliquely 
perceived that foreignness. “$e smell of Nagasaki” 
serves as a powerful vehicle for imagining how early 
modern Japanese travelers to Nagasaki, such as our 
unnamed doctor, di#erentiate Nagasaki from its coun-
terparts. 

Focusing on the city of Nagasaki, this essay explores 
the ways in which olfactory perceptions, especially 
those triggered by foreigners’ consumption of meat, 

1 Nagasaki miyage��SS��Ə��Ɛ��,�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�H[SUHVV�P\�JUDWLWXGH�WR�
3URIHVVRU�$UDQR�<DVXQRUL�IRU�GLUHFWLQJ�P\�DWWHQWLRQ�WR�WKLV�TXRWH�

�� ,ELG���S��Ɗ��7KH�DXWKRUōV�UHFRUG�ZDV�ODWHU�HGLWHG�E\�DQ�XQNQRZQ�
1DJDVDNL�UHVLGHQW�DQG�SXEOLVKHG�LQ�ƊƏƑƊ�

were used by Japanese to identify the “other.” Early 
modern Japanese deemed the physical contact with 
dead animals a cause of de"lement, and perceived the 
practice of meat-eating as outside the cognitive bound-
ary of Japan. While it has been proven that “main-
stream” early modern Japanese secretly ate meat, this 
act was associated with non-mainstream or “marginal-
ized” populations such as outcasts and foreigners, the 
latter of whom were only visible in Nagasaki.  

During the Tokugawa period, Nagasaki was the only 
city where foreigners could reside, although they were 
restricted to the bakufu-designated compounds. In 
1641, the bakufu ordered the headquarters of the Dutch 
East India Company to move to the fan-shaped, man-
made island of Dejima, while Chinese merchants were 
limited to the Chinese quarter, Tōjin yashiki 唐人屋敷, 
in 1689. With some exceptions, the Dutch and Chinese 
were typically con"ned within these compounds until 
the end of the 1850s. As Dejima was connected to the 
mainland by only one guarded bridge, and the Chinese 
quarter was walled o#, the mysterious lives of the for-
eigners inside sparked the popular curiosity of the Jap-
anese. With the proliferation of the printing industry in 
the mid-Tokugawa period, many authors and painters 
responded by publishing works that described the for-
eign manners and customs practiced inside. 
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Popular publications on Nagasaki gave opportu-
nities to early modern Japanese to “see” foreignness 
in various visual expressions, prompting scholars in-
cluding Ronald P. Toby, David Howell, and Suzanne 
G. O’Brien to study early modern Japanese “ocular-
centrism”—sensory experiences that privilege vision.3 
$eir works demonstrate how outward physical expres-
sions, both artistic and quotidian, such as hairstyles 
and facial hair as well as objects like frilly neckwear, 
hats, and parasols, allowed Japanese to draw cognitive 
boundaries that divided them from foreign “others.” 
However, shi%ing our attention away from the visual to 
another sense, the olfactory (especially o#ensive odors) 
reveals another dimension of the cultural construction 
of foreignness. $e historian Jonathan Reinarz chal-
lenges the prevalence of the “ocularcentric” hierarchy 
of senses that prioritizes vision and downplays smell in 
human perceptions. As he illustrates, the prominence 
of ocularcentrism in Western discourse has roots going 
back to the ancient Greeks such as Plato and Aristotle. 
However, “lesser” senses such as smell can also be used 
to observe culturally oriented human reaction among 
di#erent groups of people. Further, the examination of 
olfactory experiences of the past allows us to explore 
the ways in which people historically con"gured and 
recon"gured themselves against their surroundings.4 

Drawing on the work of the physician Linda M. 
Bartoshuk, the psychologist Rachel S. Herz has demon-
strated that when encountering a new food, “[t]he con-
ditioned aversion is to the smell, not the taste, of the 
substance.”5 A number of visitors to Nagasaki recorded 
their encounters with foreign dietary practices. $ey 
described experiences such as being served new foods 
by Nagasaki residents or even foreigners at their com-
pounds and seeing (and smelling) the livestock likely 
used in these dishes. $eir attention was commonly di-
rected at meat, and it is rare to "nd visitors expressing 
their disgust based on the appearance of meat. As Herz 
writes, “[m]ost smells have a feel to them.”6 Based on 
a number of diaries kept by the travelers to Nagasaki, 
I demonstrate that the city’s o#ensive smell had a psy-
chological impact on these visitors that prompted them 

�� 6HH��IRU�H[DPSOH��7RE\��ŏŌ.HWĊMLQō�QR�WĊMĊ�R�PHJXWWHŐ��7RE\��
ŏ8WDPDUR�QR�HNL]RFKLNNX�WR�HURFKLNNXŐ��+RZHOO��Geographies of 
Identity��2ō%ULHQ��ŏ6SOLWWLQJ�+DLUV�Ő�

�� 5HLQDU]��Past Scents��SS��ƌŊƍ�
�� +HU]��ŏ,�.QRZ�:KDW�,�/LNH���S��ƊƒƑ�
�� ,ELG���S��Ɗƒƌ�

to associate it with the idea of foreignness. In particular, 
I argue that the smell of meat was the immediate trig-
ger for Japanese visitors to categorize its consumption 
as outside “normative” Japanese practice, and the main 
factor that made the city of Nagasaki and its residents 
the embodiment of what could not be accepted accord-
ing to “normative” standards of Japanese.

2OIDFWRU\�([SHULHQFHV�DV�D�8VHIXO�&DWHJRU\�
RI�$QDO\VLV

$e primary method for the construction of “foreign-
ness” has been deeply embedded in “ocularcentrism.” 
As Ronald P. Toby has argued elsewhere, visual expres-
sion, especially in the form of hairstyle and facial hair, 
served as a medium through which “Japanese” identity 
was constructed vis-à-vis the existence of “others.”7 Ac-
tually, the Tokugawa bakufu attempted to normalize 
“Japanese” appearance through a series of edicts. For 
example, in August 1751, the bakufu issued an edict that 
men should not “arrange their hair in foreign ways” and 
saw such practice as having the potential to undermine 
“orderliness.”8 Additionally, the 105-volume encyclope-
dia, "e Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Universe of China 
and Japan (Wakan sansai zue 和漢三才図会, 1713) by 
Terajima Ryōan 寺島良安 (n.d.) includes entries on 
di#erent hairstyles. Terajima declares  that a style called 
sakayaki 月代—a hairstyle embodying what the histo-
rian David Howell calls “the three pillars of normative 
appearance of men” and featuring the topknot, shaved 
pates, and shaved faces—is the normative outlook for 
adult men. 9  

$e early modern normalization of hairstyles (and 
facial hair) resulted in two sociocultural phenomena. 
First, those who did not conform to them were posi-
tioned outside the social order. A group of people re-
ferred to as kabuki-mono かぶき者 or roppō-mono 六
方者 who grew their hair and whiskers were consid-
ered as outlaws who threatened the political and social 
order. $ere were also groups of people such as monks, 

�� 7RE\��ŏŌ.HWĊMLQō�QR�WĊMĊ�R�PHJXWWH�Ő�S��ƋƐƌ��6HH�DOVR�7RE\��ŏ7KH�
Ō,QGLDQQHVVō�RI�,EHULD�DQG�&KDQJLQJ�-DSDQHVH�,FRQRJUDSKLHV�
RI�2WKHU�Ő�$GGLWLRQDOO\��7LPRQ�6FUHHFK�RIIHUV�YLVXDO�DQDO\VHV�
RQ�WKH�SRSXODU�JD]H�LQWR�WKH�&KLQHVH�DQG�'XWFK�ZKR�VWD\HG�DW�
1DJDVDNL�,QQ��Nagasaki ya��LQ�(GR��6HH�6FUHHFK��The Lens within 
the Heart.

�� 7DND\DQDJL�DQG�,VKLL��2IXUHJDNL�+ĊUHNL�VKĨVHL��S��Ƌƒƍ�
�� +RZHOO��Geographies of Identity��S��ƊƌƎ�
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physicians, intellectuals, and court nobles, who did 
not comply with “the three pillars,” regardless of any 
privileges that they may have received. In short, their 
social existence was acknowledged outside the so-
called “four-class system” with the samurai on the top 
followed by peasants, artisans, and merchants. Second, 
hairstyles and facial hair served as one of the visible pa-
rameters of “foreignness.” A number of travel diaries 
o#er accounts of encounters with foreigners—Koreans, 
Chinese, Dutch, Ryūkyūans (people from modern-day 
Okinawa; then the independent Ryūkyū Kingdom), 
and Ainu—by focusing on these physical features as 
the most visible symbols of di#erence. As we can see in 
the example of Terajima, visual symbols serve as a use-
ful category of analysis when we think about how early 
modern Japanese con"gured themselves against for-
eigners. As Toby convincingly argues, the hair on one’s 
head or face serves as an important visual semiotics be-
cause it is “the most conspicuous physical feature,” and 
“its shape and color can be easily altered.”10

Recent scholarship in history and anthropology has 
explored how nonvisual perceptions, such as smell, 
connect to issues of race and ethnicity. For example, 
the historian Mark Smith examines how race was con-
structed in the American Antebellum South. He writes 
that it is important for us to pay attention to an array 
of sensory experiences because they “help pro"le ordi-
narily hidden dimensions of racial thought and racism” 
and “tell us a good deal about the nature and workings 
of Antebellum Southern slavery.”11 He analyzes the ways 
in which sensory experiences of both enslaved black 
people and white slaveholders contributed to the birth 
of racial stereotypes of two racial categories and main-
tains that “the senses facilitated the rule of feeling and 
made men and women unthinkingly comfortable with 
their racial worlds.”12 

$e justi"cation for Smith’s heuristic approach had 
been presented by the historian Roy Porter, who fa-
mously quipped in his “Foreward” to Alain Corbin’s 
seminal work "e Foul and the Fragrant that “[T]oday’s 
history comes deodorized.” $at is to say that modern 

��� 7RE\��ŏŌ.HWĊMLQō�QR�WĊMĊ�R�PHJXWWH�Ő�S��ƋƎƍ�
11� 6PLWK��How Race Is Made��S��ƌ��7KH�QXPEHU�RI�SXEOLFDWLRQV�GHDO-

LQJ�ZLWK�WKH�VHQVHV�LQ�UHFHQW�VFKRODUVKLS�FRYHULQJ�KLVWRU\�DQG�
DQWKURSRORJ\�LV�YDVW��7R�QDPH�MXVW�D�IHZ��&RUELQ��The Foul and 
the Fragrant DQG�Village Bells��&RKHQ�DQG�-RKQVRQ��Filth: Dirt, 
Disgust, and Modern Life��%DUQHV��The Great Stink of Paris��DQG�
$VKWRQ��One Hot Summer.

12� 6PLWK��How Race Is Made��S��ƍ�

hygiene has deodorized society, and restricted histo-
rians’ sensitivity to past smells. Contemporary his-
toriography, as a consequence, has been made visible 
and audible.13 However, if smell, more than vision and 
sound, induces such visceral and emotional reactions 
in its perceiver, this “lesser” sense will serve as a use-
ful category of historical analysis. Smith identi"es ol-
factory perception as the “hidden dimensions” of the 
process, especially when we think about the process 
through which one cognizes the existence of others. 

$e anthropologist Martin F. Manalansan IV has 
recently explored such dimensions in a contemporary 
social context, and directed our attention to the smell 
of food as a crucial niche to analyze ethnic identities. In 
his ethnographic study on Asian-American immigrant 
communities in New York City, Manalansan contends 
that “food odors become the medium through which 
identities are ampli"ed or marked.”14 In the multieth-
nic city of New York, the smell of food becomes the 
marker of ethnic di#erences and helps immigrants "nd 
“unthinkingly comfortable” spaces in which they can 
ensure their sense of ethnic belonging.

While Manalansan’s ethnographic work underlines 
the power of food (avor as a trigger to recon"rm one’s 
ethnic identity, historical materials seem to reveal that 
this mechanism is a result of one’s bodily odor. Accord-
ing to Reinarz, western travelogues o%en highlighted 
“the absoluteness of social boundaries” that would 
divide “deodorized” white from “odorous” others. In 
this process, white travelers used a “perceived stench” 
to cognitively cordon o# sensory realms and construct 
a civilized-uncivilized binary.15 Needless to say, such 
travelers’ perceptions of what is negatively rendered as 
“stench” was merely the result of unfamiliarity. And, 
interestingly, the perception of the self as “deodorized” 
and the other as “odorous” implies the inherency of 
smell in human life and its surroundings. In this way, 
the West, as Porter implies, perceives itself as odorless 
and uses smell to construct its discourse of the civilized 
vs. uncivilized, where olfactory perception is directed 
only from the West to others. 

However, a similar phenomenon existed in early 
modern Japan, where the natives odorized and oth-
erized the Dutch and Chinese in comparison to their 

13� 3RUWHU��ŏ)RUZDUG�Ő�S��Y�
14� 0DQDODQVDQ�,9��ŏ,PPLJUDQW�/LYHV�DQG�WKH�3ROLWLFV�RI�2OIDFWLRQ��� 

S��ƍƏ�
15� 5HLQDU]��Past Scents��S��ƑƏ�
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“odor-free” selves. It was especially the smell of foreign 
foods—namely meat—that triggered Japanese observ-
ers to draw this boundary. Mainstream early modern 
Japanese saw it as taboo to eat or even touch meat due 
to its potential to cause de"lement. $e discourse of 
meatless Japan, it should be noted, encouraged Japa-
nese observers of foreign dietary practices to invent not 
a “deodorized-odorous” but an “odorless-odorous” bi-
nary, while perceiving the other as the embodiment of 
what they saw as the cause of de"lement.

In his study on incense production in Japan, Brian 
Moeran explains how the Buddhist discourse employed 
smell to identify others. $e Buddha’s words are “fra-
grant,” and the incense was “to invoke the Buddha’s 
presence.” On the other hand, it could be asserted that 
the smell of blood, or meat reeking of blood, would in-
voke the presence of demons (oni 鬼).16 Demons, usu-
ally depicted with facial hair, conjure up the image of 
“barbarians” (i.e., foreigners) that threaten Japan. In 
this manner, the incense’s fragrance constitutes a stark 
contrast to the smell of (esh, and puri"es the space in 
which the smell of (esh would cause “contamination” 
or “pollution” to “odorless” Japan. 

7KH�'LVFRXUVH�RI�ŏ2GRUSKRELDŐ�DQG�0HDW�
(DWLQJ

In the second half of the Tokugawa period, there was a 
growing number of publications concerning the “Jap-
anese” diet. Many of them identi"ed the "ve grains—
rice, beans, barley, foxtail millet (awa 粟), and pearl 
millet (hie 稗)—as Japanese staple foods, the cultiva-
tion of and support for which was the crucial require-
ment for being Japanese.17 $e Owari retainer Amano 
Sadakage 天野信景 (1663–1733) was one of the authors 
who wrote down such concerns. He authored a vast 
collection of miscellaneous essays entitled Shiojiri 塩尻 
from the Genroku 元禄 years (1688–1704) up until his 
death. Although the collection does not seem to have 

16� 0RHUDQ��ŏ0DNLQJ�6FHQWV�RI�6PHOO�Ő�S��ƍƍƉ�
17� 7KH�KLVWRULDQ�+DUDGD�1REXR�RIIHUV�D�VXFFLQFW�RYHUYLHZ�RI�WKH�KLV-

WRU\�RI�JUDLQ�HDWLQJ�LQ�-DSDQ��ZKLFK�FXOPLQDWHG�LQ�WKH�IRUPDWLRQ�
RI�WKH�ŏƓYH�JUDLQŐ��gokoku 五穀��GLVFRXUVH�DV�GHƓQLQJ�ZKDW�ZDV�
ŏ-DSDQHVH�Ő�6HH�+DUDGD��Edo no shoku seikatsu��+DUDGD��Edo no 
ryôri shi��+DUDGD��Rekishi no naka no kome to niku��6XVDQ�+DQOH\�
GLVFXVVHV�D�YDULHW\�RI�JUDLQV�FRQVXPHG�LQ�HDUO\�PRGHUQ�-DSDQ�
DV�ZHOO�DV�WKHLU�UHJLRQDO�GLYHUVLW\��6HH�+DQOH\��Everyday Things in 
Premodern Japan��SS����Ŋ���. 

been published, its writing style is largely similar to that 
of Japanese Neo-Confucian scholar Hayashi Razan 林
羅山 (1583–1657). Moreover, ideas expressed in Shiojiri 
in(uenced subsequent nativist scholars such as Hirata 
Atsutane 平田篤胤 (1776–1843) and Motoori Norinaga 
本居宣長 (1730–1801).18

According to Amano, the Japanese people did not eat 
meat because Shinto rituals had de"ned it as the cause 
of de"lement, leading them to develop an aversion to-
ward “the foul smell” of meat. Amano observed that 
people in Nagasaki, including Japanese people work-
ing on foreign ships, are “imbued with the foul smell of 
meat.” However, he noted that “when the Dutch travel 
to Edo and if you get close to them, they do not smell 
so bad. For they do not eat meat for a certain duration 
of time a%er the departure from Nagasaki, so it disap-
pears.”19 $at is, it was customs and not biological race 
that produced the o#ensive odors. 

Despite Amano’s statement to the contrary, a num-
ber of historical documents and archaeological "nd-
ings have proven that early modern Japanese ate meat, 
including that of four-legged animals under the pretext 
of “medicinal eating” (kusurigui 薬食).20  In a block of 
the Kōjimachi 麹町 neighborhood of Edo, there was a 
section o%en referred to as “the beast market” (kemo- 
nodana 獣店) where people could walk into a restau-
rant called “the beast restaurant” (momonjiya ももんじ
屋) and eat, for example, the stewed meat of wild boar 
under the euphemism “mountain whale” (yamaku-
jira 山鯨) for “medicinal eating.”21 Under the guise of 
medical therapy, visitors to the beast market would feel 
exempted from being subject to de"lement caused by 
their physical contact with meat. Additionally, we can 
con"rm that miso-marinated beef was produced by the 
Hikone domain, and regularly presented to the shogun 
and high-ranking o)cials a total of twenty-eight times 
from at least 1781 onward.22

It is important for us to admit the possibility of a 
“gray” zone in regard to meat-eating, as it is quite un-
likely that all Japanese shared the emotional impulses 
of disgust when they observed the practice of meat-eat-

18� 7DQDEH��ŏShiojiri�Ő
19� $PDQR��Shiojiri��YRO��ƊƐ��S��ƊƑƌ�
��� )RU�H[DPSOH��VHH�+DUDGD��Edo no shoku seikatsu��8FKL\DPD��

ŏ6DQōHL�FKĊ�DQG�0HDW�(DWLQJ�LQ�%XGGKLVW�(GRŐ��9DSRULV��ŏ'LJJLQJ�
IRU�(GRŐ��&ZLHUWND��Modern Japanese Cuisine��DQG�6KLPL]X��
ŏ0HDW�(DWLQJ�LQ�WKH�.ĊMLPDFKL�'LVWULFW�RI�(GR�Ő

21� 6KLPL]X��ŏ0HDW�(DWLQJ�LQ�WKH�.ĊMLPDFKL�'LVWULFW�RI�(GR�Ő�S��ƒƋ�
22� +LNRQH�VKL��6KLQVKĨ�+LNRQH�VKLVKL��S���ƏƏ�
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ing. Herz demonstrates that “our odor preferences are 
not innate and rather that we have learned through ex-
perience to like or dislike all the scents in our reper-
toire.”23 In this sense, it is important that we investigate 
the speci"c cultural background in which each traveler 
developed his or her olfactory senses and by which he 
or she perceived the smell of meat negatively. However, 
this would require extensive research because the Japa-
nese diet varied in accordance with geographical spec-
i"cities. $ose in the coastal areas consumed more "sh 
than those in mountainous areas. Meanwhile, peasants 
in Kai Province (modern-day Yamanashi Prefecture) 
had more access to the meat of wild boars which they 
shot to protect their agricultural products.24 

Despite the above regional di#erences, the discourse 
of de"lement also created a narrative that associated 
meat with “foreign” and “marginal” characteristics 
in contrast to “normal” Japanese who abstained from 
meat. Amano wrote:

In foreign countries, people conduct rituals in 
which they o#er cows, goats, and pigs.… In our 
country, the o#ering of meat in the divine ritual 
is considered as the cause of de"lement. $is 
is because [the Japanese people] do not usually 
consume meat. How abominable blood-soaked 
meat is!25

Here, we see the dual implications of the meat-eating 
discourse in Japan. On the one hand, the category of 
“our country” clearly contrasts with that of “foreign 
countries” in terms of the religious display of meat; on 
the other hand, the violation of the rule causes ordi-
nary Japanese to be relegated to the status of outcast—a 
marginalized group of people whose de"led status the 
bakufu perpetuated and who were required to take “de-
"led” occupations involving dead animals. As Amano 
explains:

$e reference of slaughterers as eta (穢多) origi-
nates in etori (えとり), which refers to feeding hunt-
ing dogs and falcons by killing animals. $e reason 
that two Chinese characters, meaning “deeply 
de"led,” came to be used is that they constantly 
strip o# skin from various animals and gobble 

23� +HU]��ŏ,�.QRZ�:KDW�,�/LNH�Ő�S��ƊƒƉ�
24� 7VXNDPRWR��6KĊUXL�R�PHJXUX�VHLML��6HH�DOVR�+DUDGD��Edo no shoku 

seikatsu.
25� $PDQR��Shiojiri��YRO��ƊƎ��S��ƊƎƊ�

their meat, and, as a result, the smell of de"lement 
di#uses from them.26 

Here, the body of the outcast (eta) is viewed as the em-
bodiment of “the smell of de"lement” caused by their 
physical contact with dead animals. As a result, “our 
country” becomes a site that excludes the foreigners 
and outcasts because they embody the odors that “ordi-
nary Japanese” do not emit. As a result, foreigners—es-
pecially Europeans—and “de"led” outcasts constituted 
a group of others. Finally, the potential to fall into this 
group of “others” through the practice of meat-eating 
threatened “ordinary” Japanese people, who were sup-
posed to abhor those who emitted the smell of (esh. In 
other words, the religious discourse of not eating meat 
transforms into a discourse of “odorphobia” by which 
the category of the “ordinary” Japanese quarantines 
“others.”

In his view of Buddhism, Amano outlines the dis-
course of “odorphobia” by suggesting that those who 
engage in the practice of meat-eating will be the target 
of demonic assault. For example, while contemplat-
ing “the purity of the water and (owers o#ered to the 
Buddha,” Amano calls to mind the Buddhist rituals of 
Japan’s neighboring countries, and "nds it “deplorably 
unbearable” to see “meat reeking of the stench of fat” 
given as an o#ering. In order to avoid such practices, 
he calls for “the awareness of the urgency to have the 
will to endure a simple diet.” $ose who practice this 
simple diet appreciate “the purity of water and (owers” 
of Buddhist rituals, while those who make o#erings of 
“meat reeking of the stench of fat” will be “devoured by 
the cursing demons attracted by its smell.”27

According to Amano, Buddhist teachings re(ected 
the Japanese sentiment that deemed the consump-
tion of, and physical contact with, (esh to be a cause 
of de"lement. While the fragrance of incense attracts 
various gods and goddesses, “the stench [of meat] will 
invite various demons and devils.” If one fails to abstain 
from contact with meat, “demons, sensing its stench 
and seeking such failures, will curse one.” 28 $e smell of 
meat is in de"ance of the Buddha’s teachings, and those 
who violate them will face the severe consequence of 
being cursed by demons. 

26� ,ELG���YRO��Ɗƍ��S��ƋƉƒ�
27� ,ELG���YRO��ƊƎ��S��ƊƎƊ�
28� ,ELG���S��ƌƍƍ�
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7KH�6PHOO�RI�1DJDVDNL�IURP�$IDU

Upon their arrival in Japan, the Europeans’ practice 
of meat-eating quickly appeared as a threat to many 
“ordinary” Japanese, and its smell prompted them to 
draw cognitive boundaries between them and “odor-
ous” others. As the Portuguese Jesuit missionary Luis 
Fróis (1532–1597) recorded, Japanese Buddhist monks 
o%en condemned Christianity as heretical for its con-
sumption of meat, which supposedly included human 
(esh. In one instance recorded around 1590, a “suspi-
cious” smell from a Christian man’s oven provoked 
non-Christian Japanese to condemn him for cannibal-
ism. In Yamaguchi, which was once the center of Jesuit 
missionary work, one blind Christian man was found 
in a house that Christian peasants maintained for their 
priest. A%er hearing about this man, thirty non-Chris-
tian women intruded into the house and mocked him. 
Sensing something from the oven in the kitchen, they 
derided him by saying: “It smells like human (esh has 
been grilled; the Christian must have eaten human 
(esh here.” $en, a young man who accompanied these 
women picked up a bamboo stick which he used to 
try to "nd out what the blind man had cooked. Get-
ting a whi# of the edge of the bamboo stick, he said: “It 
smells like human (esh.”29 Here, the olfactory senses of 
non-Christian Japanese incited them to distance them-
selves from the Christians by attributing cannibalism to 
the foreign religion. 

During the Tokugawa period, the ban on Christian-
ity as well as the subsequent con"nement of the Dutch 
and Chinese to Dejima and the Chinese quarter made 
foreigners all but invisible in Nagasaki and other parts 
of Japan. However, the smell of the foreign could not 
be controlled, and the daily manners and customs of 
the Europeans and Chinese "ltered into the daily lives 
of Nagasaki residents. Coupled with the topographic 
characteristics of Himi Pass that divided the city and 
its surrounding areas, Nagasaki was narrated by many 
travelers as an isolated space surrounded by mountains 
and the ocean.

In the epigraph from Nagasaki miyage, “the smell 
of Nagasaki” obliquely sets a negative tone for the city. 
Here, it would be worthwhile to examine how Himi 
Pass contributed to the overall geographical charac-
teristics of the city. Travelers to Nagasaki entered the 

29� )UµLV��Kuroda Kanbei��S��ƋƏƊ�

city by land via a common route, of which Himi Pass 
served as the last di)cult section. For example, the vil-
lage head of Shindenshuku in modern-day Kanagawa 
Prefecture, Hatano Shinsaku 波多野新作 (n.d.), who 
accompanied his domain lord to Nagasaki, remarked 
in 1857 that “lengthy stone steps led up to Himi Pass, 
which is an extremely di)cult spot [to pass through] 
… we took a rest. $e way down from the top of the 
pass is also a stone-paved steep.”30 According to the ba-
kufu o)cial Tōyama Kagemichi 遠山景晋 (1752–1837), 
who traveled to Nagasaki in 1804, the steepness of the 
path and its width were not constant, which made pass-
ing more strenuous.31 In 1853, another bakufu o)cial, 
Kubota Shigetsugu 窪田茂逐 (n.d.), described the path 
as very steep and rocky, while the edges of rocks on the 
path prevented him from proceeding smoothly.32 

In 1802, a merchant from Owari domain (mod-
ern-day Aichi Prefecture) named Yoshida Shigefusa 吉
田重房 (n.d.) traveled to Nagasaki and attributed the 
climate of the city to its geographical characteristics. 
For him, Nagasaki was “humid, as it is surrounded by 
mountains on three sides and the ocean on one side.”33 
Here, Yoshida’s observation indicates how the city and 
its residents were seen as isolated from their neighbors. 
$is geographical characteristic alone seems to have 
prompted many travelers to inscribe the character of 
Nagasaki’s townspeople as distinct from what they had 
witnessed in other parts of Japan. For example, the 
Okayama pharmacist Furukawa Koshōken 古川古松
軒 (1726–1807) recorded during his trip to Nagasaki 
in 1783 that the people in Nagasaki were “not empa-
thetic at all,” and those who had migrated from other 
areas “survived on stealing and were never ashamed” of 
such a way of life.34 Moreover, the Hiroshima domain 
retainer Hayashi Hideari 林英存 (n.d.) commented in 
1804 that, despite the relative smoothness in his com-
munication with the people of Nagasaki, he sometimes 
found their speech incomprehensible because their di-
alect had adopted Chinese sounds.35 

In a similar way, “the smell of Nagasaki” was the 
outcome of the manners and customs of its residents. 

��� +DWDQR��1DJDVDNL�GĊFKĨNL��S��ƎƑ��+DWDQR�ZDV�ODWHU�SURPRWHG�WR�
1DJDVDNL�0DJLVWUDWH�LQ�1RYHPEHU�ƊƑƎƐ�

31� 7Ċ\DPD��Zoku mizouki��S��ƋƊƍ�
32� .XERWD��Nagasaki nikki��S��ƊƉƊ�
33� <RVKLGD��7VXNXVKL�NLNĊ��S��ƏƏƏ��7VXNXVKL�NLNĊ�ZDV�SXEOLVKHG�LQ�

ƊƑƉƏ�
34� )XUXNDZD��6DL\Ĩ�]DNNL��S��ƌƑƌ�
35� +D\DVKL��Tsukushi no michikusa��S��ƌƋƑ�
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According to the above travelers, Nagasaki residents 
seem to have developed their way of life with relatively 
less contact with the rest of Japan, and instead incorpo-
rated a greater degree of foreign elements in terms of 
their manners and customs. Amano heard this curious 
story from an anonymous Nagasaki resident:

Since the foreigners always practice meat-eating, 
their bodies smell. $e stench of the Dutch can be 
detected even when their ships are one or two chō 
(町) o#shore. $is is because they rarely eat grains 
but only meat. When one passes by the Dutch on 
the street, one will cover his or her nose.36

Here, the foreignness of meat-eating—seemingly a 
distinct practice prevalent in Nagasaki—is contrasted 
with the Japanese diet which was centered on grains. 
By presenting this dietary juxtaposition, Amano con-
structs an “odorless” Japan in opposition to the “odor-
ous” foreign. 

Despite the reality of the early modern Japanese 
diet, the regular consumption of meat in Nagasaki led 
Amano, as well as the author of Nagasaki miyage, to 
describe Nagasaki as distinctively odorous. In the case 
of the Dutch, their smell was even perceptible from a 
distance at sea. $at is, the odor of Nagasaki was not 
just local but also transmittable through the body of its 
residents imbued with it or by the wind. With these im-
plications, Nagasaki itself seems to be an embodiment 
of the stench.   

Japanese travelers perceived the foreignness of Na-
gasaki’s dietary practices as foreboding even prior to 
their entrance to the city. In 1767, Nagakubo Sekisui 長
久保赤水 (1717–1801), who was delegated to Nagasaki 
by the lord of the Mito domain, Tokugawa Harumori 
徳川治保 (1751–1805), encountered free-range animals 
on the day of his entrance into the city. Having been 
received by o)cials dressed in formal attire, he “saw 
pigs and sheep prowling by the roadside.” Puzzled, he 
asked one of the o)cials what they were for. $e lat-
ter explained to him that “they were raised for Chinese 
people in Nagasaki who purchase and eat them.”37 $e 
aforementioned Yoshida Shigefusa perceived Nagasa-
ki’s distinct culture as he approached the Himi Pass. 

36� $PDQR��Shiojiri��YRO��ƊƐ��S��ƊƑƌ��2QH�FKĊ�LV�DERXW�ƊƉƒ�Ɖƒ�PHWHUV��
ZKLFK�LV�HTXDO�WR�ƌƎƑ�IHHW�

37� 1DJDNXER��1DJDVDNL�NĊHNL�QLNNL��S��ƊƑ�

$e night before he entered Nagasaki, he described the 
food at a local inn as “foreign”:

While I was waiting for the report from the 
express messenger (hikyaku 飛脚) whom I had 
sent to Nagasaki to secure lodging, I ordered sake 
and food. $ey served stewed eight-sun (寸)-long 
jack mackerel (aji 鰺) on a plate. In amusement, 
we laughed at the bizarreness of the dish by saying 
that since we were close to Nagasaki, the food 
appeared quite foreign.38

To his surprise, the jack mackerel that Yoshida saw was 
about 9.5 inches long. However, given that the "sh av-
erages between about 7.8 and 11.8 inches, Yoshida’s meal 
was not particularly large. $e amusement, as he notes, 
may have been caused by the way in which the "sh was 
served, or because it was (avored in an unfamiliar way. 
Here, the reason for this amusement is unclear, but he 
undoubtedly identi"ed the "sh’s appearance as “for-
eign.” In any event, we see here that, along with Naga-
kubo’s observation, food serves as a powerful marker to 
characterize Nagasaki. 

$e above travelers contrasted their experiences 
with what they conceived as the mainstream “Japanese” 
diet. Himi Pass and the surrounding mountains and 
ocean obscured the city, and “foreign” dietary prac-
tices were made invisible. However, while Nagasaki mi-
yage suggests that “the smell of Nagasaki” spreads to 
the entrance of the city, the unfamiliar circumstances 
that they noted curiously served as the “pointer” to the 
foreignness that they would sense as they proceeded 
deeper into the city. 

7KH�1DJDVDNL�2OIDFWRU\�([SHULHQFH

In Nagasaki, the dietary practices that accompanied 
the city’s “foreign” elements attracted travelers’ atten-
tion for not only their appearance and taste but also for 
smell. $e practice of meat-eating attracted a lot of at-
tention as Japanese people in theory did not consume 
meat. Many travelers “saw” animals raised by Japanese 
for sale to the Chinese and Dutch and described what 
they looked like; some of these witnesses, especially 
bakufu officials who had the privilege to travel to 

38� <RVKLGD��7VXNXVKL�NLNĊ��S��ƏƍƎ�
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Dejima and gain entry into the Chinese quarter, ac-
tually ate meat dishes, and recorded the taste. $eir 
impressions were not entirely negative. While some 
thought that the slaughtering of animals was an inhu-
mane and malevolent act, others seem to have enjoyed 
the meat dishes and company of those who ate meat 
daily. However, their feelings about the smell of such 
dishes was another matter. 

For the author of Nagasaki miyage who expressed 
the nausea he felt at the entrance to Nagasaki, body 
odor was an important aspect of etiquette. For him, a 
body reeking of a foul smell was a sign of vulgarity re-
garding one’s place of birth. He stated that:

Among the Chinese, there are those who are noble 
and gentle by nature. $ey are always careful of 
their grooming and appearance, and concerned 
with their smell.… You will not "nd such people 
among the Dutch. Many of [the noble and gentle] 
Chinese are from Nanjing. [$e reason that they 
have such etiquette] is that Nanjing was the capital 
of the august Ming dynasty. It is far more comfort-
able and pleasant to befriend [Chinese people with 
proper etiquette] than vulgar Japanese with bad 
breath…39

Here, one’s “noble and gentle” nature is revealed in a 
pleasant odor emitting from one’s body, while vulgar-
ity is signi"ed with bad breath. In other words, one’s 
body is seen as the embodiment of one’s quality, as 
manifested by body odor. $e author’s reference to 
“the capital of the august Ming dynasty” may indicate 
his inclination to, or respect for, Chinese culture and 
traditions, which downplayed the Dutch as so-called 
barbarians from the south. $e nobility and gentleness 
were signs of the sophistication and “civilized” etiquette 
that would keep body odor pleasant, as opposed to the 
vulgarity signi"ed by bad breath.

When Japanese travelers encountered meat dishes, 
their olfactory impressions were completely opposite. 
For example, in 1767 the aforementioned Nagakubo 
Sekisui was invited to Dejima. As he was received with 
di#erent kinds of wines and confections, he tried them 
without hesitation and rather enjoyed them. $en, he 
was guided through the Dutch residence. As he walked 
into the kitchen, he witnessed the very moment when 

39 Nagasaki miyage��S��ƊƉƑ�

pigs and cows were slaughtered by having their heads 
smashed by hammers (togeki shite 屠撃して). $is 
scene prompted him to comment, “I sensed the bloody 
stench caused by the slaughter of animals such as pigs 
and cows.”40 

In 1781, the physician Tachibana Nankei 橘南谿 
(1753–1805) commented on the dietary practices of the 
people of Nagasaki. According to him:

Nagasaki is abundant in "sh and meat more than 
any other place. Since they are less expensive than 
vegetables, people are sated with them. Also, while 
learning Chinese ways of cooking and drinking, 
they fry any kind of meat with thick (avors. In 
addition, as money (ows in [from Chinese, Dutch, 
and Japanese from other areas], all of its people 
live lives of pleasure. $erefore, day and night, 
they indulge in eating and drinking without en-
gaging in physical labor and activities. $is is why 
many of them develop skin diseases.41

Here, the “thick (avor” of food is connected to the lack 
of “physical labor” and the possibility of “skin diseases.” 
As Herz cautions us in her work on the development 
of olfactory preferences, (avor must be clearly distin-
guished from smell. While the former consists of “salt, 
sour, sweet, bitter and the latest addition umami or sa-
vory,” the latter is the “combination of these basic tastes, 
plus smell.”42 For Tachibana, because of the adoption 
of Chinese foodways featuring deep-fried meat, “(a-
vor” induces the degeneration of people in Nagasaki, 
especially since they do not have the means to burn o# 
extra calories consumed in the form of “foreign” di-
etary practices. $e ideal diet is, as Tachibana implies, 
a simple one practiced by people in Kyoto who pur-
sue their occupations through physical labor. In other 
words, the dietary practice and physical activities must 
be in complete balance—the insu)ciency of either one 
will undermine one’s health, while an excess of thickly 
(avored food is also detrimental to one’s health. 

In August of 1853, the Russian Admiral Yev"my 
Vasilyevich Putyatin arrived in Nagasaki onboard the 
Pallada along with three other frigates, and demanded 

��� 1DJDNXER��1DJDVDNL�NĊHNL�QLNNL��S��ƋƉ�
41� 7DFKLEDQD��6DL\ĨNL��S��ƌƊƎ�
42� +HU]���,�.QRZ�:KDW�,�/LNH���S��ƊƒƊ��$V�VKH�FRQWLQXHV��ŏ<RX�GLVWLQ-
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a commercial treaty with Japan. In response, the bakufu 
sent o)cials to negotiate. On the seventeenth day of the 
twel%h month, Putyatin invited a group of bakufu of-
"cials to Pallada and hosted a banquet. $e bakufu’s 
Financial Magistrate (kanjō bugyō 勘定奉行) Kawaji 
Toshiakira 川路聖謨 (1801–1868) and the abovemen-
tioned Kubota Shigetsugu were among them. Accord-
ing to Kawaji, bakufu o)cials were "rst served with 
aperitifs, beginning with French wine and ending with 
liquor, which reminded him of awamori 泡盛, today 
known as Okinawan rice brandy. Kawaji commented 
that the last liquor had a “pleasant aroma.” $en, the 
banquet proceeded to dishes featuring di#erent kinds 
of meat, vegetables, and "sh: 

When we were entertained by the Russians, there 
were dishes of beef, mutton, chicken, eggs, and 
vinegar-marinated vegetables. As I felt nauseous, I 
tried to eliminate their (avors with vinegar.43

Despite the similarity of Western drinks to awamori, 
the food represents a stark di#erence from what Kawaji 
would have been familiar with. Here, foreign “(avors” 
that come from the meat dishes function as the impulse 
for Kawaji’s nausea. 

$e other o)cial, Kubota, harbored a similar reac-
tion towards the meat. Even before he was onboard, he 
sensed “a smell of cows which assailed my nose.” As 
he explained, because of the Russians’ “everyday prac-
tice of meat-eating, all of them give o# a bad smell.”44 
Implying that he was already familiar with the Russian 
dietary practices that incorporated beef, his olfactory 
impressions echo the story, submitting that the foreign 
body of the Russian was imbued with the smell of ani-
mal meat. $at is, the foreign body was perceived as the 
embodiment of a bad smell. $en, a%er boarding the 
ship, he was guided to the basement where Kubota saw 
live animals:

At the center, there were cages in which birds and 
animals were kept. $ere were cows, sheep, bu#a-
los (yagyū 野牛), chickens, and ducks. Since they 
keep cows, chickens, and ducks, the smell [of these 
animals] is extremely [unbearable].45 

43� .DZDML��Nagasaki nikki��S��ƐƊ�
44� .XERWD��Nagasaki nikki, S��ƊƉƊ�
45� ,ELG���S��ƊƉƌ�

Kubota did not see these animals being slaughtered. 
Instead, he was entertained by the Russians with a ban-
quet, which began with drinks and moved on to main 
dishes featuring meat. Although he detected animal fat 
and sweetness and sourness in every dish, he did not 
show any negative impression towards the smell.46 In 
short, Kubota’s olfactory senses were o#ended only by 
the smell of live animals.

A retainer from Nagaoka domain (modern-day 
Niigata Prefecture), Kawai Tsugunosuke 河井継之
助 (1827–1868), had the opportunity to visit the Chi-
nese quarter in 1859 at a time when the landscape of 
Nagasaki was in rapid transition. In 1856, the bakufu 
li%ed the restrictions on Japanese and Dutch travel be-
tween mainland Nagasaki and Dejima. $en, upon the 
opening of Nagasaki to the United States, Russia, En-
gland, France, and Holland, the bakufu also abolished 
the Chinese quarter in 1859 and allowed the installa-
tion of the Dutch consulate within the headquarters 
of the Dutch East Company in 1860. So, when Kawai 
arrived at Nagasaki in October, there was an increas-
ing number of foreigners visible on the street. While 
seeing shops owned by Westerners and Chinese peo-
ple, he contrasted “the unruliness” of the Westerners 
to “the calmness” of the Chinese people.47 In addition, 
due to the Second Opium War (1856–1860), he found 
Westerners accompanying the Chinese people. When 
o#ered opium by the Chinese, he felt its smell to be “sa-
vory and nice,” although he did not actually smoke.48

$e result of the Opium War was reported to the 
bakufu through Chinese and Dutch merchants, and 
the Japanese authorities were not only shocked by the 
Chinese defeat but also alerted to the possibility that 
Japan could also face a Western military threat in the 
near future. $e fragrance of “noble and gentle” Chi-
nese remarked on by the author of Nagasaki miyage 
above seems to re(ect China’s status as Japan’s “most 
signi"cant Other” in the ancient and medieval peri-
ods.49 Curiously, the smell of opium that had led such a 
signi"cant “other” to catastrophic defeat does not carry 
a negative connotation but evoked a pleasantly foreign 
scent. 

46� ,ELG���S��ƊƉƍ�
47� .DZDL��Jinko��S��ƍƊƐ�
48� ,ELG���S��ƍƊƐ�
49� 7KH�WHUP�ZDV�FRLQHG�E\�5RQDOG�3��7RE\��6HH�ŏ7KH�Ō,QGLDQQHVVō�RI�
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Herz writes that people “learn the meaning (the conno-
tation) of odors by association.” $at is, smell is contex-
tual and “the olfactory system is set up so that, through 
experience, meaning becomes attached to odor stimu-
li.”50 In this sense, the travelers to Nagasaki, whose actual 
perception of foreigners and meat we have examined, 
contextualized their experiences there with the knowl-
edge they had acquired about these two “others,” which 
contributed to the construction of a “Japanese” iden-
tity. $ey may have been taught what Amano referred 
to as “odorphobia” caused by the stench of meat. Or, 
they may have embraced the fear of being imbued with 
the stench of animal (esh. Here, the important point is 
that the “foreign” and “marginal” constituted the bor-
ders by which “Japan” was framed while those who felt 
disgust towards the smell of meat unconsciously mobi-
lized their “national” identity to thwart the entrance of 
foreign practices into their everyday lives. $ey could 
cover their eyes and not look at animal (esh; they could 
refuse to eat meat dishes. But they could not avoid bad 
smells even by plugging their noses.
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